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T HIS is not so much a book review realize that in order to carry out such 
as a painful commentary on an a redistribution it would first be neces- 

author's ignorance, or carelessness, or sary to change the government, or in 
lack of understanding. My chagrin de- other words, to make a radical and 
rives from my acquisition of a recently presumably bloody political reform." 
published volume, Tolstoy, a more-or- Really! 
less definitive life of that noble noble- Who could believe that so much 
man, written by Henri Troyat, noted misinformation could be incorporated 
French Academician, novelist and biog- into so short a statement? George was 
rapher. 	(Doubleday, 	Garden 	City, not a socialist; he sought to defend 
1967. 792 pp. $7.95.) Having in mind private property, not to abolish it; he 
Tolstoy's long and eventful life, his did not propose the nationalization of 
brilliance as a writer and his profound land, nor its redistribution; his princi- 
affinity for Henry George, I turned to pies were (and are) the very antithesis 
Troyat's work with eager anticipation. of communism, pseudo or otherwise, 
Regarding the third aspect noted, how- and to impute to his philosophy a need 
ever, I was sharply taken aback. for "bloody political reform" is noth- 

Approaching the book as a devotee ihg short of monstrous. (Tolstoy was 
of George, I confidently assumed it. not "hypnotized," but his biographer 
would include an adequately lengthy is obviously somewhat deluded.) 
and 	detailed 	account 	of Tolstoy's At page 603 of his book, Troyat re- 
widely known interest in and esteem fers to "Henry George's theories of 
for George's economic and social prin- agricultural 	reform," 	the 	source 	of 
ciples. Alas! it does no such thing. Not which reference I know not, though I 
only does Troyat give regrettably short have studied George for over 25 years. 
shrift to George; but the brief mention Perhaps the author confuses Mr. 
he does offer is inexcusably garbled. George with Chairman Mao. And 

In the close-to-800 pages of Tolstoy, lastly, at page 702 there is a casually 
George's name appears in exactly three snide mention of "Henry George's sin- 
places, in none of which is he accorded gle tax scheme." 
more than a few words. But far worse I admit that my comments above are 
than the brevity of these references is slanted, and quite narrow in view, be- 
Troyat's 	shockingly inept interpreta- ing limited to a comparatively few 
tion. At page 573 we read. "Inspired lines of a large tome. Offended as I 
by the American 	socialist Henry am by Troyat's cavalier treatment of 
George, Nekhlyudov, [the "hero" of Georgism and of Tolstoy's connection 
Tolstoy's Resurrection] favors a single with it, I nonetheless must say his bi- 
land tax, high enough to compel the ography is scholarly, splendidly writ- 
large owners to cede their land to the ten, and well worth reading. Yet I 
State. The tax would abolish private cannot help but wonder: if what Troy- 
property and the State would redistrib- at writes about Tolstoy vis-a-vis George 
ute the nationalized land among all the is of such dubious authenticity, how 
peasants who cultivated it. It is odd much credence can one give to the rest 
that Nekhiydov (alias Tolstoy) should of the factual material in the book? Is 
have been so hypnotized by this pseudo- it factual - or is it as fictional as his 
communistic utopia that he failed to remarks relating to Henry George? 
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